Local Medical Startup WeShareMD Expands
Into La Jolla
WeShareMD, Plans to Continue Expansion throughout Southern California, with Additional Offices
Slated to Open in 2019.
LA JOLLA, SAN DIEGO, USA, September 27, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- The San Diego-based
medical startup WeShareMD, headed by Dr. James Chao and real-estate developer George
Scopetta, is expanding their footprint for the third time this year, making their total assets
estimated at over $200M.
The team began their model of providing lease-free medical spaces to local doctors in their
Activity Road Medical Center in San Diego, beginning early this year. Due to the demand for
flexible office spaces for doctors to conveniently see patients, the startup self-funded two
additional locations to open shortly thereafter, in Temecula and Encinitas.
Doctors enjoy the “WeWork” style flexible model because they can utilize the patient
examination rooms that WeShareMD offers and benefit from WeShareMD’s on-site staff, medical
tools and other facilities that come with a WeShareMD membership.
Member doctors have used the startup’s services to expand their medical practice to new
locations or open a new medical practice of their own. Now, retiring doctors are jumping on the
bandwagon as well, utilizing the startup to see their patients a few days per week and foregoing
the high-costs and long leases of traditional medical office spaces.
WeShareMD is expanding into the prominent UTC area of La Jolla, CA beginning in October of
2018 and plans to continue its expansion throughout Southern California, with projections of at
least 10 additional offices slated to open in 2019.
Doctors interested in joining the WeShareMD membership model can sign up with $0 sign up
fees throughout 2018. All members receive access to all WeShareMD locations at a fixed price of
$300 for half of a day, with discounts available on larger packages.
For more information:
www.wesharemd.com
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